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Abstract: Unlike electronic properties, the calculation of the 

lattice thermal conductivity from first-principles is not that 

straightforward. We have developed a methodology to perform 

these calculations [1,2], and have applied it to several materials 

including Si, GaAs, PbTe, PbSe, and ZrCoSb. We intend to 

pursue this path and also calculate the thermal transport 

properties of new thermoelectric materials such as GeSe. 

 

Research on thermoelectric materials was revived in the 90’s 

[3] after realizing that in low-dimensional systems, the sharp 

variations in the density of states can lead to a large Seebeck 

coefficient. For energy conversion using thermoelectric 

materials, or in thermal barrier coatings used in aerospace 

industry, one needs to have a low thermal conductivity material. 

For optoelectronics applications, on the other hand, high thermal 

conductivity materials are required so that the generated heat 

from currents can be quickly evacuated. Management of heat is 

therefore of paramount importance for technological 

applications. In semiconductors used in thermoelectric devices, 

heat is mostly carried by phonons. One can interpret the 

standard Boltzmann formula within the relaxation time 

approximation, as the thermal conductivity coming from different 

phonon modes, each carrying an amount of heat proportional to 

the mean free path (MFP), group velocity and heat capacity of 

that mode. Accordingly, acoustic modes carry more heat than 

optical one because of their larger group velocity and larger MFP. 

The latter is inversely proportional to the phonon scattering rate, 

itself determined from the Fermi’s golden rule (FGR). At high 

temperatures, phonons scattering is dominated by 3-phonon 

processes. The probability of such processes depend on the 

strength of the phonon-phonon coupling dictated by the cubic 

force constants. We have used first-principles density functional 

theory (FP-DFT) to compute accurately the harmonic and cubic 

force constants (FCs). The former is used to obtain the phonon 

frequencies and group velocities, and the latter provides the 

phonon lifetimes through FGR. The methodology to extract the 

FCs from FP-DFT calculations in a supercell is detailed in [1] 

while the calculation of the phonon lifetimes and thermal 

conductivity is described in [2]. We applied this methodology to 

Si [2], PbTe, GaAs and half-heusler compounds such as ZrCoSb. 

The results were discussed in [4]. In figure 1 we show the 

calculated thermal conductivities of these materials as 

compared with experiments. We can note that the agreement is 

within 10% or less in the studied cases. Figure 2 shows the 

contribution of the phonons of different MFP to the total thermal 

conductivity. 

applied this formalism to the cases of silicon,26 lead telluride,27

gallium arsenide28 and half-heuslers.23 The calculated results of

the thermal conductivity versus temperature as compared to

experiments are shown in Fig. 1. The cumulative thermal

conductivity29 versusmean free path for each material is shown in

Fig. 2. Such studies are helpful to accurately determine the

phonon mean free paths in different crystals, find out which

phonons are carrying most of the heat, and accordingly to then

design nanostructures of proper size. For instance from Fig. 2 it

can be inferred that nanostructures of 10–100 nm size can effi-

ciently reduce the thermal conductivity of Si, while for PbTe,

smaller inhomogeneities and alloying might be more effective in

reducing k.

The experimental determination of phonon mean free path is

even more challenging, but there are some encouraging devel-

opments. Although limited to single crystalline materials,

inelastic neutron scattering should be able to provide precise

information on phonon lifetimes.30 In addition, some optical

methods are emerging as promising tools to probe phonon mean

free path in common laboratories. Cahill probed different parts

of the phonon distribution by using a variable frequency time-

domain thermoreflectance method.31 The idea is that when

phonons have a mean free path longer than the thermal diffusion

length as determined by the thermal diffusivity and the modu-

lation frequency, their contributions to heat conduction are

overpredicted and one should measure a smaller thermal

conductivity, as observed in some alloys samples studied by the

Cahill group. Minnich et al.32 developed a thermal conductivity

spectroscopy method based on pump–probe experiments to

measure the mean free path over a wide range of length scales.

This new method is based on the prediction that the heat flux

from a heat source will be lower than that predicted by Fourier’s

law when some phonon mean free paths are longer than the

heater dimensions due to nonlocal heat conduction external to

the heat source.33 This prediction was recently confirmed

experimentally using a soft X-ray transient grating technique. In

that work, an additional ballistic thermal resistance was observed

when measuring the resistance of heat dissipation from a nano-

scale heat source into the bulk.34 Minnich et al. observed a heat

source size dependence in the measured thermal conductivity of

Si and found that by systematically changing the laser beam size,

contributions of phonons with different mean free paths to the

thermal conductivity can be mapped out. The results for silicon

are in agreement with the first-principles calculations.32 The

authors further advanced the technique to allow mapping of

the thermal conductivity over a wide range of length scales.35,36

The development of these sorts of tools will provide valuable

information to understand phonon transport in more detail. At

this stage, these tools are not routine and need to be developed

and applied to a wide range of materials. A database of the

experimentally measured and the theoretically calculated mean

free path distributions for different thermoelectric materials

would be of significant use for the thermoelectrics community.

A.2. Interfaces. It is fair to say that in the last two years, our

understanding of phonon transport inside bulk materials has

been improved significantly. However, as mentioned earlier, this

is only a part of the challenge. A bigger challenge is to under-

stand phonon transport in the presence of many interfaces.

Thermal boundary resistance (TBR) can have a significant effect

on the overall thermal resistance as the interface density increases

in nanostructured composite materials. As the actual structure of

the interfaces varies significantly from one grain to the other and

even for a single grain, the actual structure is usually not known,

at this point there is not a good match between the experiment

and theory. In this case, it is desirable to combine statistical

theories with atomistic models in order to reliably predict TBR.

Theoretical models at most can model perfect interfaces at

extremely low temperatures and they can only predict trends for

the thermal interfacial resistance change in the presence of

defects, roughness, dangling bonds, etc.

For predicting thermal properties, not only is the knowledge of

TBR required, but also more importantly, a knowledge of the

interface transmission and reflection (frequency and mode

dependence of carrier transport) is needed. There is not a well-

developed appropriate tool yet available either experimentally or

theoretically for studying interface transmission.

Existing experiments include picosecond (nowadays extended

to femtosecond) reflectance thermometry and scanning optical

thermometry (or micro-device optical thermometry).37 Reflec-

tance thermometry involves splitting the laser output into two

Fig. 1 Thermal conductivity of different bulk crystalline materials

calculated from first-principles lattice dynamics in our group in

comparison with the relevant experimental measurements. Silicon: ref.

26, GaAs: ref. 28, ZrCoSb: ref. 23 and PbTe: ref. 27.

Fig. 2 Normalized cumulative thermal conductivity at room tempera-

ture versus mean free path calculated from first-principles.
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Fig. 1 Thermal conductivities of several materials versus T.  

It can be seen that in Si for example, phonons of MFP more 

than 1000 nm contribute almost to half of the thermal 

conductivity at room temperature. This information is very useful 

in designing nanostructured materials of desired thermal 

properties. In Si, if the nanostructure size is100 nm, the thermal 

conductivity will almost be reduced by a factor of 4, while this 

size does not affect much thermal transport in PbTe or ZrCoSb.   

applied this formalism to the cases of silicon,26 lead telluride,27

gallium arsenide28 and half-heuslers.23 The calculated results of

the thermal conductivity versus temperature as compared to

experiments are shown in Fig. 1. The cumulative thermal

conductivity29 versusmean free path for each material is shown in

Fig. 2. Such studies are helpful to accurately determine the

phonon mean free paths in different crystals, find out which

phonons are carrying most of the heat, and accordingly to then

design nanostructures of proper size. For instance from Fig. 2 it

can be inferred that nanostructures of 10–100 nm size can effi-

ciently reduce the thermal conductivity of Si, while for PbTe,

smaller inhomogeneities and alloying might be more effective in

reducing k.

The experimental determination of phonon mean free path is

even more challenging, but there are some encouraging devel-

opments. Although limited to single crystalline materials,

inelastic neutron scattering should be able to provide precise

information on phonon lifetimes.30 In addition, some optical

methods are emerging as promising tools to probe phonon mean

free path in common laboratories. Cahill probed different parts

of the phonon distribution by using a variable frequency time-

domain thermoreflectance method.31 The idea is that when

phonons have a mean free path longer than the thermal diffusion

length as determined by the thermal diffusivity and the modu-

lation frequency, their contributions to heat conduction are

overpredicted and one should measure a smaller thermal

conductivity, as observed in some alloys samples studied by the

Cahill group. Minnich et al.32 developed a thermal conductivity

spectroscopy method based on pump–probe experiments to

measure the mean free path over a wide range of length scales.

This new method is based on the prediction that the heat flux

from a heat source will be lower than that predicted by Fourier’s

law when some phonon mean free paths are longer than the

heater dimensions due to nonlocal heat conduction external to

the heat source.33 This prediction was recently confirmed

experimentally using a soft X-ray transient grating technique. In

that work, an additional ballistic thermal resistance was observed

when measuring the resistance of heat dissipation from a nano-

scale heat source into the bulk.34 Minnich et al. observed a heat

source size dependence in the measured thermal conductivity of

Si and found that by systematically changing the laser beam size,

contributions of phonons with different mean free paths to the

thermal conductivity can be mapped out. The results for silicon

are in agreement with the first-principles calculations.32 The

authors further advanced the technique to allow mapping of

the thermal conductivity over a wide range of length scales.35,36

The development of these sorts of tools will provide valuable

information to understand phonon transport in more detail. At

this stage, these tools are not routine and need to be developed

and applied to a wide range of materials. A database of the

experimentally measured and the theoretically calculated mean

free path distributions for different thermoelectric materials

would be of significant use for the thermoelectrics community.

A.2. Interfaces. It is fair to say that in the last two years, our

understanding of phonon transport inside bulk materials has

been improved significantly. However, as mentioned earlier, this

is only a part of the challenge. A bigger challenge is to under-

stand phonon transport in the presence of many interfaces.

Thermal boundary resistance (TBR) can have a significant effect

on the overall thermal resistance as the interface density increases

in nanostructured composite materials. As the actual structure of

the interfaces varies significantly from one grain to the other and

even for a single grain, the actual structure is usually not known,

at this point there is not a good match between the experiment

and theory. In this case, it is desirable to combine statistical

theories with atomistic models in order to reliably predict TBR.

Theoretical models at most can model perfect interfaces at

extremely low temperatures and they can only predict trends for

the thermal interfacial resistance change in the presence of

defects, roughness, dangling bonds, etc.

For predicting thermal properties, not only is the knowledge of

TBR required, but also more importantly, a knowledge of the

interface transmission and reflection (frequency and mode

dependence of carrier transport) is needed. There is not a well-

developed appropriate tool yet available either experimentally or

theoretically for studying interface transmission.

Existing experiments include picosecond (nowadays extended

to femtosecond) reflectance thermometry and scanning optical

thermometry (or micro-device optical thermometry).37 Reflec-

tance thermometry involves splitting the laser output into two

Fig. 1 Thermal conductivity of different bulk crystalline materials

calculated from first-principles lattice dynamics in our group in

comparison with the relevant experimental measurements. Silicon: ref.

26, GaAs: ref. 28, ZrCoSb: ref. 23 and PbTe: ref. 27.

Fig. 2 Normalized cumulative thermal conductivity at room tempera-

ture versus mean free path calculated from first-principles.
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Fig 2. Accumulated thermal conductivity versus the mean free 

path for the same materials as in Fig 1. at T=300K 
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